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A Re-Evaluation of 32S(n,p) Cross Sections from Threshold to 5 MeV

C. Y. Fu

Two evaluations1'2'3 of the 32S(n,p) reaction cross sections, currently being used for

the Nagasaki and Hiroshima dosimetry studies, yielded results that differ significantly.4

These two evaluations were reviewed and both were found to be quite old and without

benefit of modern theoretical guidance and recent experimental data, hence inadequate in

view of its relative importance for the present application.

The necessity for a re-evaluation is further enhanced by the fact that : (1) the present

data search has uncovered a relatively high-quality data set5 that was not known previ-

ously, (2) a generalized Bayes-theorem code6 is now available for averaging the various

data sets with uncertainties and generating uncertainties for the results, (3) effects on

data combination of differing energy resolution in the various measurements can now be

accounted for, and (4) the ENDF/B-VI standards for 238U(n,f) cross sections have become

available for renormalizing two of the available data sets. The re-evaluation is performed

to 5 MeV, the upper energy limit for the present purpose.4

A brief description of the Bayes theorem code6 used for the present evaluation, a

summary of the available data, the handling of data uncertainties and covariances, and

the procedures developed for including the effects of energy resolution in the data will be

given in the full paper. The result of the present work is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 compared

with the existing dosimetry and the activation evaluations. These evaluations are briefly

reviewed below to understand the reasons behind their differences and the drawbacks in

them that were removed in the present work.
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The dosimetry evaluation1 for 32S(n,p) was well documented. The necessary renor-

malizations of experimental data (to ENDF/B-III standards) were made. The evaluation

was based on a curve drawn through four sets of data. Uncertainties and energy resolu-

tions were not considered. Shortcomings of this evaluation are that the curve tended to

go through the data sets with more points, data sets with large variations in uncertainties

were treated equally, and a single measurement with broad energy resolution was treated

as a single point in energy. The last drawback was particularly serious in the presence of

resonances because a single data point with a large energy resolution could be an average

over one or more resonances rather than a point somewhere on the peak or interference

minimum of the resonance. However, the general forms of the resonances were correctly

represented. The ENDF/B-V version of this evaluation contained covariance data, pro-

vided by this author based on a review of the data used for this earlier evaluation and the

spread of the data about the evaluated curve.

The activation file2 has no documentation; however, the generation of this file can be

deduced from the four graphs contained in Ref. 3. Each graph compares the evaluated

curve with one set of measured data. From 2 to 5 MeV, the most important range for the

present purpose, the evaluated curve was generated by drawing three straight lines on a

linear-linear scale through one set of the data which had insufficient energy resolution to

show the resonance structure observed in other measurements. Two high-resolution mea-

surements that almost agree on the resonance structure were apparently ignored. However,

the set of data that was chosen has the smallest uncertainties. Therefore, the evaluation

may, by chance, yield reasonable activation results in a certain neutron environment, par-

ticularly if few neutrons exist near the 3.8-MeV cross-section minimum. The many extra

points on the three straight lines, seen in Fig. 2, appear strange since a linear-linear

interpolation was specified in the file.

The present re-evaluation avoided all of the shortcomings in the previous evaluations.



The new result is smaller than the dosimetry values (Fig. 1) below 3 MeV by an average

10% but shows similar resonance structure. The previous activation evaluation (Fig. 2)

have no resonances. However, for a problem in which the neutron spectrum is nearly flat

and has few neutrons above 3 MeV, the previous activation evaluation yielded an activity

that is in 1-2% agreement with the result obtained from using the present evaluation.4 For

the same problem, the previous dosimetry evaluation gives an activity that is about 10%

larger.

A new cross-section file in ENDF/B-V format, produced by combining the present re-

sults below 5 MeV and the dosimetry values above 5 MeV, was generated. The covariance

file above 5 MeV was also taken from the dosimetry file and contains some long-range

correlations. A linear-linear interpolation law, consistent with the present evaluation pro-

cedures, was used. These point cross sections were processed into two sets of 174-group

Vitamin-E (Ref. 7) cross sections using the VEL module of the AMPX code8 with two

energy weighting functions - one with a constant weighting and the other with a standard

Maxwell-1/E-fission weighting. The two sets of multigroup cross sections, to be tabulated

in the full report, differ by less than 2% group-wise. The Maxwellian part of the second

weighting function had no effect because it is below the reaction threshold. The boundary

of the 1/E and the fission-spectrum weighting ranges was set at 2.12 MeV, same as used

for the Vitamin-E library. It is left for the users to decide which multigroup set is better

for their applications.

The present re-evaluation of the 32S(n,p) cross sections below 5 MeV was performed

with the most advanced evaluation methods and represents the best possible within the

restriction of the given experimental data and their rather limited documentations, and

can be used for the Nagasaki and Hiroshima dosimetry studies with greater confidence than

the two previous evaluations. Covariance data, required for the ENDF/B dosimetry file,

were also generated for this new evaluation and can be used to obtain realistic uncertainty



estimates for the sulfur activities and the related dose rates.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the present evaluation for 32S(n,p) with the ENDF/B-V dosimetry

evaluation. The vertical bars are uncertainties for the present evaluation.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the present evaluation for 32S(n,p) with the ENDF/B-V activation

evaluation. The vertical bars are uncertainties for the present evaluation.


